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About This Game
Let’s Sing: The Karaoke for PC.
Let’s Sing PC is your chance to bring out your inner-star and pose as Lady Gaga, Maroon 5, Lana Del Rey, Flo Rida, Bruno
Mars, Avril Lavigne, LMFAO and many others…
Pump up the volume and party in your living-room with friends and family! Plug in two mikes at the same time and give your
best performance singing duos. And surprise everyone when you share your performances on Facebook! The built-in voice
recognition feature will allow everyone to have fun and improve their singing skills, whatever their level... So, what are you
waiting for? Go for it and become THE star of stars!!
Lady Gaga - Born This Way
LMFAO - Party Rock Anthem
Maroon 5 feat. Christina Aguilera - Moves Like Jagger
Bruno Mars - Grenade
Flo Rida feat. Ke$ha - Right Round
Miley Cyrus - Can't Be Tamed
Example - Changed The Way You Kiss Me
Pussy Cat Dolls feat. Busta Rhymes - Don't Cha
Train - Drive By
Fun feat. Janelle Monáe - We Are Young
Far East Movement - Like A G6
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Avril Lavigne - What The Hell
Noisettes - Don't Upset The Rhythm
Duffy - Mercy
Lana Del Rey - Video Games
Loreen - Euphoria
Miley Cyrus - Party In The USA
Taio Cruz - Come On Girl
Gabriella Cilmi - Sweet About Me
Aretha Franklin - Think
Bruno Mars - The Lazy Song
Gavin Degraw - Not Over You
Sam Cooke - (What A) Wonderful World
Chic - Le Freak
The Saturdays - Just Can't Get Enough
Amy MacDonald - Mr Rock & Roll
Spin Doctors - Two Princes
Europe - The Final Countdown
Queen - Crazy Little Thing Called Love
Kool And The Gang - Celebration
Ini Kamoze - Here Comes The Hotstepper
Weezer - Buddy Holly
James Morrison feat. Nelly Furtado - Broken Strings
David Bowie & Queen - Under Pressure
The Saturdays - All Fired Up
Lady Gaga - Just Dance
Sean Paul - She Doesn't Mind
Colbie Caillat - Bubbly
La Roux - In For the Kill
The Rolling Stones - Sympathy For The Devil
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Title: Let's Sing
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Voxler Games
Publisher:
Plug In Digital
Release Date: 13 Feb, 2014
7ad7b8b382
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(02\/19 2014)
*The following doesn't contain any gameplay experience.
I bought Let's Sing a few days ago and I still can't play it due to the following problems.
Voxler Games is aware of these possible glitches so I recommend you to check its forum and news for software update info
before deciding whether you'll buy it.
1. Game will crash
The program doesn't handle some audio interfaces. As a result, it terminates as it's launched, generating a crash
report.
In my case, it's not happy with my Sound Blaster X-Fi Surround 5.1 Pro USB.
You can avoid it by disabling\/unplugging the hardware that's causing the crash. But hmm, I don't have any other mic
input on my PC.
2. Can't choose the song to play
I decide to unplug my poor SB and use a mic on my webcam. The program runs. The indicator in Option tells me my
mic is working. But once I choose Play and the song list appears, a message will pop up telling me to connect a mic. And
that pop up blocks me from choosing a song.
3. Doesn't display device names that have non-alphabetic characters
Unconvinced but having no choice, I go back to Option and try to choose another mic. The menu shows me a list of
mics on my PC but two of three have unrecognizable name like "{0123adfada, 123123}". So, which one is which?
Let me add that no matter which mic I choose, I can't get to choose my first song.

The bright side to me is that the developers seem to be working on problems their game has.
I hope to be able to sing songs in this game and give it a more accurate, positive review.. i think this game is the better
version of Karaoke Party!!
Pros:
Great Playlist, but i think there's too many female-ish song
the visuals are great
have music videos
rig friendly
Cons:
song bars are a little too fast (1 or 2 words) pls fix it asap!
Really need improvements on interface
(i Can' t sort my song, can't select song with my keyboard
will be updated later for multiplayer review.
10\/10 Must Buy! get it while it still on sale for 15 bucks!. Good for fun but really short choice of music and it says you
sing well even if you talk or sing same note for two minutes.. This game is in the same vain as just about every other
karaoke game out there. It's very similar to Sing Star, and it's much more forgiving than Rock Band is. I used to be one
of the top Rock Band "vocalist" back during the height of the rhythm game genre. I found the game fun for what it is,
and there are a good selection of songs for just about everyone. I would really recommend this for someone that enjoys
singing, and if you were into the games mentioned previously.. This is probably one of the only games I think that can
stand up to a console game like Singstar. Now with all games when first released, there wil be some bugs that need to be
fixed. That's understandable. So I don't mind if the game crashes once every other time we play with it. ME and my
friends still enjoy singing through the songs. Some may claim it is too easy, but I think thats what you need with a
game like this. So it can include everyone in the family, even the tone deaf ones.
With 40 songs to choose from and promise of DLC packs in the future. I think this is a great game for the price you are
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paying for. :). This is probably one of the only games I think that can stand up to a console game like Singstar. Now
with all games when first released, there wil be some bugs that need to be fixed. That's understandable. So I don't mind
if the game crashes once every other time we play with it. ME and my friends still enjoy singing through the songs.
Some may claim it is too easy, but I think thats what you need with a game like this. So it can include everyone in the
family, even the tone deaf ones.
With 40 songs to choose from and promise of DLC packs in the future. I think this is a great game for the price you are
paying for. :). So welcome to what I know as the first Karaoke type game on Steam. Wonderfully enough, it's better
than a good amount of games that had singing thrown in, I'm looking at you Guitar Hero franchise, yes, hang your
head in shame.
Where it is no Rockband it's enough to tie you over if you don't have it. There is quite a selection of songs to fit the pop
menu with some old, some new, and just guilty pleasures. You can have two people sing at once, which I have not tried
out yet but my headset seems to pick up sounds just fine. I don't think you'll be investing in a fancy USB mic for this
one.
The negatives aren't -that- bad. The pitch detection is a little wonky and can leave you a bit frustrated at times. The
lyrics seemed to go by too fast. The interface is frustrating too. Keyboard selecting is not an option so you have to
fumble around with the mouse, trying to select songs that seem like they are trying to escape you. No really, they try to
deselect themselves if you aren't EXACTLY hovering in the middle.
It also wants you to upload your face, your singing face, to facebook. So you, too, can look as confused as I do when I
sing.
In the end, it's a singing game, it let's you sing. Have fun with it.. [Edit] I bought this game on release back in mid
February, since then there was one update, I didn't notice if it even did anything. Back in February people asked when
more songs would be added, and they mentioned upcoming DLC packs, which have never come out. So if you're a
cautious buyer assume the game has been abandoned for better prospects. It's currently on sale for $7.50, maybe not a
bad price for an hour of entertainment for you. That said, none of my complaints have been touched and the game
never really received any real update. End edit.
I will preface this by saying, I enjoy the game, I sing, and I'm well versed in the genre in my opinion.
Unfortunately this game is fairly questionable. The pitch detection tends to be all over the place as it's picked up my
non-vocalised coughing as a part of a song. On top of that the intros, and subsequently exits, for a lot of the lyrics could
be greatly improved, in a lot of songs it can be from .2 to .5 seconds ahead where the actual music is. There is a distinct
lack of quality here in comparison to console karaoke games like SingStar.
Minor complaints:
-A handful of songs have non-sung parts that you still have to speak.
-The song menu has questionable UI, you have to click every song and you can't scroll or use arrow keys by default.
-Playing random songs in the pause menu is rather distracting and annoying, you tend to pause for a reason and
putting a completely different song in someones head is not a good idea in a karoake game.
-The track list has a lot of good, but many terrible songs to sing, this is not a judgement of whether the song is good or
bad but whether the song is good or bad to sing. If the track list were, lets say, 100 songs this would be less of a
problem, but the track list length isn't one of my complaints.
Overall I'd give it a 5\/10, completely enjoyable but definitely not good, with it's glaring flaws, minor annoyances, and
the fact things like Karaokeparty already exist online for the pc and things like singstar exist on consoles. This is just a
weak entry to the genre of karaoke games, and while it may be the 'PC's first' it's probably going to be end up being
known as the PC's worst.
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One sitting, all songs played and 4 or 5 stars. No multi-player just local co-op. Great afternoon of quick fun. No long lasting
value. I'm guessing soon a DLC that is more expensive than the game. All in all ... Great idea. BAD Outcome. Songs arn't
sinked. Just not what I had hoped. 4 \/10 It's barly what it clams to be and only halfassed at that. Shame too I so wanted this to
be good.. I put my mic down near my tv and didn't say a word and it gave me a Perfect.. Let's Sing by Voxler Games - Honestly,
I held by writing a review of this product for some time. I bought this for one of my kids to play with their friends for some
sleep over entertainment, and honestly thats about all it was. Setting up this thing was a little odd, but nothing you cannot work
through, the game play was spot on, really they did this part right, but the list of songs ran short, keep in mind, the collection of
songs is varied, but not the amount (or lack thereof) was not what I would expect, I contacted the devs on this one to find out
about expansions, boy they were kind clueless and seemed more like a market research firm than a dev. I guess my question got
its answer once they put out Let's Sing 2016 I figured they were not going to add any packs to this game and it honestly looks
the same way for the other title.
I see that this could have been a good game, but poor execution and planning by the dev team made this a drop in the bucket
game, or just a sad grab for cash.
Devs, if I were you I would seriously consider another profession or get a project manager that has some forward thinking to
help drive your team, because if you do, you could really make a product that people want and will brag about.
For now, I have to say this is not one I would re-buy or buy for a friend just poorly excuted from a project point to me. Sorry.. I
put my mic down near my tv and didn't say a word and it gave me a Perfect.. This game is in the same vain as just about every
other karaoke game out there. It's very similar to Sing Star, and it's much more forgiving than Rock Band is. I used to be one of
the top Rock Band "vocalist" back during the height of the rhythm game genre. I found the game fun for what it is, and there are
a good selection of songs for just about everyone. I would really recommend this for someone that enjoys singing, and if you
were into the games mentioned previously.. It's not terrible, but it's definitely not great either. Unfortunately with a lot of the
songs it's a second delayed so you have to either sing before the words pop up on the screen or just extend the words to make
sure you get the bar filled in time (ie: "have a good timeeeeeee..come on". This makes it much more difficult for songs you
don't know the words to already, because you're guessing ahead to a beat\/song you have no clue how it goes, therefore
automatically getting punished. The pitches also seem to be off with some songs, where the singer clearly goes higher yet the
game says it doesn't. I've found I have a difficult time with low-pitched songs, it always says I'm off? Even if it's a talking bit
and I talk with it. Yet if I sing in a high-pitched voice it's perfectly fine. I am a girl who was always a soprano in choir so it's not
a huge problem, but I'm not sure how well it would work with guys\/people with deeper voices so just a warning!
TLDR: If you like singing and have the extra money to splurge go ahead and buy it, otherwise I honestly wouldn't waste the
money (especially if it's not on sale).
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